Education and Professional Development

Education is the process of facilitating learning, or the acquisition of knowledge, skills, values, morals, beliefs, and habits. Educational methods include teaching, training, storytelling, discussion and directed research. Education frequently takes place under the guidance of educators, however learners can also educate themselves. Education can take place in formal or informal settings and any experience that has a formative effect on the way one thinks, feels, or acts may be considered educational. Formal education is commonly divided formally into such stages as preschool or kindergarten, primary school, secondary school and then college, university, or apprenticeship. Two LibreTexts sections that are connected to this topic are the K12 library and the Early Childhood Education section.

Book: How to Learn Like a Pro! (Nissila)
- Book: Comprehensive Individualized Curriculum and Instructional Design (Sennott et al.)

- Reading With My Eyes Open: Embracing the Critical and the Personal in Language Pedagogy (Quist)

- Foundations of Education and Instructional Assessment (Kidd et al.)

- Book: Designing and Assessing IEP Instruction for Students with Mild Disabilities - Using the Cognitive Domain (Christmann et al.)
Introducing Developmental Disability Through a Disability Studies Perspective (Brooks and Bates)

- Book: Educational Psychology (Seifert and Sutton)

- Mobile Institute on Scientific Teaching

- Book: Critical Expressivism - Theory and Practice in the Composition Classroom (Roeder and Gatto)
• Book: Teaching with Technology (L&S Learning Support Services)

• Education for a Digital World - Advice, Guidelines and Effective Practice from Around Globe (Hirtz)

• Book: Project Management for Instructional Designers (Wiley et al.)

• Design for Learning - Principles, Processes, and Praxis (McDonald and West)
• Book: Opening Eyes onto Inclusion and Diversity (Carter et al.)

• Book: Creating Online Learning Experiences (Crosslin)

• Book: Foundational Practices of Online Writing Instruction (Hewett and DePew Eds.)
Book: Best Practices in Accessible Online Design (Caprette)

Book: Teaching in a Digital Age 2Ed. (Bates)

Book: Learning to Learn Online (Page and Vincent)

Book: Teaching Crowds - Learning and Social Media (Dron and Anderson)
Ethical Use of Technology in Digital Learning Environments - Graduate Student Perspectives

• Book: Special Education in Secondary Schools (Losinski)

• How To Do Science 2e (Lexis and Julien)